New Yorker Cartoon Caption Contest
inside jokes: identifying humorous cartoon captions - figure 1: example cartoon from the new yorker
contest, with the shortlist of submitted captions. humor can also be harnessed to increase attention, retention, and engagement, and thus has numerous interesting ap- plications in education, health, communications,
and adver-tising. beyond applications, pursuing information-theoretic models of humor could lead to new
insights about the use of ... humorous caption generation for new yorker cartoons - introduction. we
present a method for automatically generating humorous captions to new yorker cartoons. every week, the
new yorker runs a cartoon captioning contest 1 arxiv:1506.08126v1 [cs] 26 jun 2015 - humor in collective
discourse: unsupervised funniness detection in the new yorker cartoon caption contest dragomir radev1,
amanda stent 2, joel tetreault2, aasish pappu contest rules the new yorker ach finalist’s name and members of the editorial staff of the new yorker. all semifinalists’ captions will be published on the all
semifinalists’ captions will be published on the cartoon caption contest page, along with each finalist’s name
and school. humor in collective discourse: unsupervised funniness ... - humor in collective discourse:
unsupervised funniness detection in the new yorker cartoon caption contest dragomir radev1, amanda stent 2,
joel tetreault , aasish pappu humor detection in new yorker cartoon captions - yorker captions a score
based on their received votes, and i attempt to predict the score of an existing caption by using linear
regression with 10-fold cross validation. making sense of funny bone from cartoon caption contest ... the new yorker's practice of publishing a weekly cartoon with no caption and then inviting readers to submit
captions for it caught the attention of a team of 11 from columbia university, university of michigan, yahoo!
labs and the new yorker. as it stands, over 5,000 readers submit what they hope will be considered as the
funniest captions and the editors choose three top entries and then ask ... a kl-lucb algorithm for largescale crowdsourcing - yorker cartoon caption contest [10]3. the new approach targets the “best-arm
identiﬁcation problem” the new approach targets the “best-arm identiﬁcation problem” [1] in the ﬁxed
conﬁdence setting and addresses two key limitations of existing theory and algorithms: the art of decisionmaking | the new yorker - how to write a new yorker cartoon caption: will ferrell & john c. reilly edition. at
!rms like royal dutch shell, where growth requires investing in expensive ventures, such as ports, wells, and
pipelines, deciders use “scenario planning” to imagine how such investments might play out. (a scenarioplanning starter kit, johnson writes, contains three possible futures: “you build one model ... acura cartoon
caption contest legal rules alien cartoon - 180826 v4
rightto’edit,’adapt,’and’modify’the’submission.’nothing’in’these’official’rules’limits,’excludes’or’modifies’or’
the missing signifier: re-presenting radio broadcasting in ... - the missing signifier: re-presenting radio
broadcasting in new yorker cartoons, 1925–45 randall patnode in march of 1925, a month after its debut issue,
the new yorker published its first cartoon about radio. proc. of the 16th python in science conf. (scipy
2017) 113 ... - proc. of the 16th python in science conf. (scipy 2017) 113 next: a system to easily connect
crowdsourcing and adaptive data collection scott sievert‡†, daniel ross‡†, lalit jain§†, kevin jamieson¶, rob
nowak‡, robert mankoffk arxiv:1709.03570v1 [math] 11 sep 2017 - the new yorker cartoon caption
contest. 1 multi-armed bandits for large-scale crowdsourcing this paper develops a new multi-armed bandit
(mab) for large-scale crowdsourcing, in the style of the write your own new yorker cartoon captions write your own new yorker cartoon captions directions: in the style of a new yorker cartoon, write a humorous
caption for the photo below. s t wenties in new yorker - america in class - magazine’s biographers, “the
new yorker cartoon was on its way to becoming a singular american art form.” * new yorker cartoons from
1925 through 1929 that encapsulate the magazine’s take on the “the age.” among the topics are the modern
woman, the city, the automobile, radio, prohibition, the klan, the scopes trial, consumerism, stock speculation,
and the event that dramatically ...
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